Is Australia losing its
sweet tooth ?
A snapshot of Australian’s total sugars consumption from
1
the Australian Health Survey:

Nutrition First Results
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Total sugars included those sugars
naturally present in foods such as in
fruit i milk as well as the sugars added
IN processed foods i beverages
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but we have
continued
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a declining
trend in sugar
consumption
over the past
60 YEARS2.
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but overweight and obesity
have TRIPleD in that time4

of Australian adults are
overweight or obese3
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Actual intake

does not equal
apparent consumption.
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is the total amount

may over report

individuals eating

of sugar (sucrose)

actual intake as it

habits such as 24hr
dietary recalls.

available in

does not consider

the food supply
including refined
sugar, sugar in
manufactured foods
and drinks, and
imports and exports,
divided by the
population.

food wastage.

Did you know?
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More info available at www.srasanz.org
The Sugar Research Advisory Service
(SRAS) is a scientific information service
which aims to encourage an evidencebased view of the role of sugars in
nutrition and health. The work of SRAS
is guided by Australian and New Zealand
independent experts. Find out more
about the SRAS Advisors here.
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